
Elko County School District

Strategic Planning
Meeting 3 Visioning Agenda (11/17/2022)

I. SETTING THE STAGE (15 min)

What we did last time - During last month’s session, we talked deeply about the world that
our students are emerging into and the ways in which we - the drivers of our education
system - can prepare them for the future. We looked at data to gauge whether we have the
right measures in place to know if we are successful.

What we are doing this time - Defining who we want to be, both for ourselves and for our
stakeholders. Being ambitious and creative to highlight aspirations so that we can

Opening Activity Classify This

II. WHO ARE WE?

OUR MISSION To establish career and college readiness by ensuring
each student's growth in mastery of essential
knowledge and skills.

OUR VISION Learning for All

CORE BELIEFS 1. School improvement is a process, not an event.
2. Education is a shared responsibility.
3. All students can learn.
4. Rates of learning vary.
5. High expectations for success must be the norm.

Whole Group We will engage in a set of activities and discussions to build an understanding
of the power of brand identity, while also collaboratively developing a desired brand for Elko
County School District.

III. WHAT STORY WILL WE WRITE?

Opportunity exists in our
community, and we’re
preparing our kids to

lead in Elko.

Education starts with
a strong foundation

of literacy,
we need your help.

Designing supports for
teachers and classrooms

so we can produce the
results we know we are

capable of -

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1DMeG3_p4klDU4_1Y3_khI2UXtZJ2Fz5h/edit#slide=id.p1


IV. PLANNING FRAMEWORK

Planning Topics Select one theme you’d like to focus on today, and sit at that table. As a
group, use provided posters and post-it notes to add notes into the planning framework.

NOW: Reflect on what we are doing now to address this theme area. As a group discuss the
following and add notes into the now section:

● Where are we starting from? Where have we achieved wins in the last few years?
What momentum can we capitalize on?

● What is our confidence level that we understand where we are today? Are there gaps
in our understanding of student, staff and community needs?

NEXT: Review the innovative resources that were shared to build inspiration and creativity,
ultimately working towards crafting a singular aspirational statement for this theme area.
Some questions to consider when discussing these resources are:

● What did you learn? Were any “old” concepts shared in new ways?

● What ideas shared in these resources are particularly relevant to ECSD?

● Do  you disagree with any of the information presented?

As a group, use provided posters and post-it notes to add ideas and/or draft aspirational
statements for ECSD aligned to your group focus.

Whole Group Discussion How do our aspirational ideas and draft statements align with our
current mission and guiding statements?  Do we need to consider changing the mission or
is it representative of our aspirational ideas and draft statements?

V. WHAT IS COMING NEXT

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1bfvtmh3SCgGto7R0VKclhfFs2wlXViPJTdQAcqymblw/edit#

